PRODUCT INFORMATION
LP330 Camlock™ Bongo Stand Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase of the LP330 Camlock Bongo Stand. Products bearing the LP® name have
behind them an unequaled history of design innovation, manufacturing excellence and customer service.
The LP330 Camlock Bongo Stand is another example of LP’s commitment to excellence and innovation.
To help you use this new stand more effectively, we have included this brief instruction sheet.

Top Portion LP330 Camlock

1) Lift the cam lever (A) so the lever is raised in an upright position. Place Bongos on the stand so the center block sits squarely
against rubber pads. Be sure strap is out of the way.
2) Feed the strap and hook (C) between the drum shells and over the center block, so that it wraps over the center block. If the
hook (D) does not fit through, the strap and hook (C) can be pulled over the drum heads and twisted vertically over the center
block and pulled through.
3) Insert the hook (D) into the hook slot (E), if the hook does not reach the slot, loosen or tighten the tension screw (B) until the
hook can be inserted. After the hook (C) is inserted, tighten the tension screw (B) until hand tight, then lower the cam lever
(A) fully and lock into position. If the strap is not tight enough, lift the cam lever (A) and tighten the tension screw a few turns
and lower the cam lever fully.
Important: Bongos do not need to be disassembled to attach stand.
NOTE: The strap must be tight so the bongos do not move while being played.
For further assistance call LP's Customer Service 888-LPMUSIC
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